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Topic 24: English pupil’s book 10.
Unit 3. my future plans. Where to go?



WHERE TO GO?
Many people are already planning trips for spring and summer, 

which, in General, is logical: you can buy cheap tickets and 

snatch a good hotel room. But it is more difficult to understand 

where exactly you want to go if you are already more or less fed 

up with traveling.

TO ORGANIZE A CAMPAIGN YOU NEED THREE SKILL GROUPS:
Technical skills — the whole set of tourist skills that will be useful

in the planned campaign: route planning, navigation, choosing

equipment for the campaign, making food layouts, passing areas

with difficult terrain, as well as basic skills of lighting a fire in the

rain, and so on;

Organizational skills: the ability to organize yourself and people

on time for a lot of preparatory work;

Advertising skills — the ability to attract participants to your

campaign. Unless you're going alone.



WHERE TO GO?

you must like it, or why should we?;

 there are no obvious places where you can die given your skills

and experience. If people in photos with hard hats and ice axes,

and you do not know how to use it, then you do not need to go to

that place yet;

 the place is financially and legally accessible: it is not worth

planning your first route to expensive Patagonia, and the reserve

will not be allowed at all;

1. Choose the area of the campaign and determine the level of 

difficulty



WHERE TO GO?
2. EQUIPMENT

Equipment can be divided into personal and public. Everyone

collects their own personal data, but the list from the Manager will

help inexperienced participants a lot. You can pick up public

equipment when you know what you are going to do and how many

people you have.



WHERE TO GO?
3. MEAL

The Internet has a lot of ready-made layouts, tables, lists, and other

things that you can take as a basis. Everything is googled by the query:

"food layout". Choose any or do your own — as you prefer. As a result,

you should get two lists:

schedule — what we eat and on what day;

list of what you need to buy in total now in the store;

and two digits: ... gram of food per day per person-shows what you

will die from:

starvation or from heavy backpacks (less than 500 g-hungry, more

than 650-hard);

all of the food in grams — will be useful for future calculations to how

many pounds to put in a backpack.



WHERE TO GO?
3. BUDGET

Even if you are doing a non-commercial event, you will have to figure

out at the planning stage how much such a "vacation"will cost.

Experience, finding out all the questions in advance, will help to avoid

surprises. The most expendable items in campaigns are train/plane

tickets, equipment, and transfers. Some difficulties in calculating who

owes whom and how much will arise when different people pay for

different things already in the campaign. I recommend making a kind of

Bank-General Fund, which is evenly replenished, spent on public needs,

and then the remainder is also divided equally.



Thanks for attention!


